Our annual revolutionary labor history calendar, published by the IWW Hungarian Literature Fund and IWW branches since 1985. This year’s calendar benefits the new Greater Kansas City General Membership Branch, and features 14 striking photos — from the Winnipeg General Strike to the occupation of the Wisconsin state capitol; from Argentine workers protesting gun thugs to British miners battling police for the right to picket — and hundreds of notes marking important dates in the global struggle for industrial freedom. It concludes with extensive excerpts from Big Bill Haywood’s classic speech on the General Strike, which recent events have proved is every bit as relevant as when the IWW was founded.

Ideal for tabling, workplace walls, and gifts. *Every wage slave needs one!*

“Especially inspiring before going to work ... not bounded by borders and petty ideologies…” — J. Russell, Victoria BC

$12.00 each, post-paid; $6.50 each for 5 or more copies to same address (please add $2 for overseas postage) Checks made payable to IWW Kansas City GMB

Ask for discounted rates for 25 or more copies

Send all orders and queries to: Fred Lee, Kansas City GMB IWW, 5506 Holmes Street, Kansas City MO 64110 USA

or email greaterkcIWW@gmail.com